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Abstract
The present study aimed at clarifying the various shortcomings of the Cohen’s criteria for the interpretation of the values of
the practical significance indicators. The hypothetical data were used for two experimental and control groups and
calculating the paired-samples t-test. To clarify the inadequacy of Cohen’s criteria in interpreting practical significance
indicators, it was compared with another criterion which is Black’s Modified Gain Ratio. Through the compatibility of
mathematical equations to calculate the practical significance and the values of the interpretations of the correlation
coefficient, the present study suggested that a criterion for the practical significance should be as follows: small when the
values of the index (d) are less than (0.631), medium when the values are between 0.631 and 1.50 and large when the values
are equal to or greater than (1.51). The study showed the justifications that distinguish this criterion from the Cohen
criterion.
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1. Introduction
Due to the shortcomings of statistical significance tests in results interpretation, many statistical
methods were found to support the statistical significance and serve as a complementary aspect.
Among them practical significance or pedagogical significance, which had a role in liberating
researchers from adhering to dual answer to research questions, which enables them to answer the
effect magnitude of independent variables in dependent variables, rather than confining to the
existence of differences (or not) when the null hypothesis is true.
1.1. The concept of ‘practical significance’

The term ‘practical significance’ appeared in 1901 by scientist Karl Pearson. However, it was not
clear in practice until it was known by Ronald Fisher in 1925, where he suggested that researchers
complete the statistical significance test in the analysis of variance with the ratio of correlation or eta,
which measures the strong correlation between independent and dependent variables (Kirk, 1996).
Statistically significant results do not necessarily have a crucial practical significance (Nassar, 2017).
Practical significance seeks to clarify the practical and actual importance of the results regardless of
being statistically function or not, by calculating the size difference between the two study groups and
measuring effectiveness. The practical significance or effect size is defined as the strong relationship
between the independent variable (s) and dependent variable (s), or the size of differences between
the levels of the independent variable in the dependent variable (George, Jeffrey & Robert, 2006).
Although practical significance indicators have emerged since the 1940s (Huberty, 2002), their use
is still limited. Meta-analysis, as well as computer statistical programs, do not calculate most of these
indicators (Coe, 2002).
These indicators are rarely discussed in most statistical books. Therefore, the American Educational
Research Association (AERA) in its editions since 1994 recommended that researches and studies
should be accompanied by ‘practical significance of effect size’ and the ‘qualitative interpretation of
the effect’ (AERA, 2006, p. 5). Besides, several foreign scientific journals (23) insisted on the
requirement to include practical indications in research studies (Pedersen, 2003, p. 311; Vacha-Haase
& Thompson, 2004, p. 473). Unfortunately, the researcher did not reach out to the Arab scientific
journals that follow the policy of including indications of practical significance in research.
1.2. Importance of practical significance indicators

There is a need to use practical significance indicators to achieve three main objectives (Coe, 2002;
Ellis, 2010; Kirk, 2003; Lakens, 2013; Nandy, 2012; Tomczak & Tomczak, 2014).
1.2.1. Study the practical importance of research and study results, and emphasise test results of the null
hypothesis

Since the statistical significance does not indicate the practical significance of the results, the results
may be statistically significant, but they are not practical, or the size of their effect is limited. As
mentioned earlier, the statistical significance is very much affected by the size of the sample. Aktas
and Keskin (2013, pp. 583–584) stated an example to clarify the role of sample size, which reached (1
million) in the presence of statistical significance although the difference between the two groups is
almost zero (0.0046). This means that the two groups have identical data. The researcher used data
from a study—he analysed statistically in his centre ‘Al-Khwarizmi Center for Educational Studies and
Consultations’—which consisted of (300) individuals. He replicated data to (7,200) individuals, with a
slight modification for some of them. Then, he conducted a test to compare the two proposed groups.
The outcomes showed that the test results (2.679) which is statistically significant (0.007) though the
difference between the two groups did not reach the correct one (1.00) where it reached (0.08) only.
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On the other hand, non-statistical significance results may have practical significance and are
characterised by medium or large effect sizes. However, because of the small-sized sample led to nonstatistical significance. Nonetheless, Fan (1999) warns against explanation on the large effect size
because it could be due to chance.
Al-Qudhah (2016) and Mahmoud (2003) pointed out that Huston (1993) claimed that practical
significance measures the extent of the existence of the studied phenomenon in society, through a
continuous scale with a numerical value starting with zero which represents the absence of the
phenomenon in society, and its increase indicates the degree of its existence.
Therefore, it is necessary to combine the results of statistical significance and practical significance
as they are complementary to each other. Consequently, relevant results, statistically and practically
significant can be trusted and reliable in decision-making (Sun, Pan & Wang, 2010).
1.2.2. Comparing the results of research studies conducted in the same fields

One of the advantages of practical significance is to use in comparing the results of studies
conducted in a particular field (Aron & Aron, 1994) and judge which is better. The best study is where
the effect size is higher. The practical significance can be used in meta-analysis by combining estimates
of different impact sizes for each study to give the best overall estimate of the magnitude of impact
for studies in a given area, and comparing results from different sources correctly done by different
authors. The practical significance is critical to research combinations and metadata that incorporate
quantitative results from studies for different related phenomena (Tomczak & Tomczak, 2014). The
statistical significance tests based on sample size do not allow such comparisons.
Therefore, it is necessary to emphasise the necessity of spreading the knowledge of effect
indicators among researchers. Not using any of these indicators combined with statistical significance
tests negatively affects the conduct of meta-analysis and accumulation of knowledge over the years
(Sun et al., 2010).
1.3. Determine the sample size

When planning a new study, statistical strength analysis based on the practical significance of the
previous studies can be used to determine the average sample size required by the study to obtain
statistically significant results at a given significance level (Lakens, 2013; Tomczak & Tomczak, 2014).
1.3.1. Factors affecting the indications of practical significance

There are many factors that directly affect the indicators of practical significance, including the
standard deviation used, ideally, the use of the standard deviation of the control group gives more
accurate results, since the members of this group were not affected by the procedures of the
experiment, but if the control group is not very large; the standard deviation becomes less accurate. In
some studies where there is no control group such as two experiments to see which is better,
choosing a standard deviation for one of the two groups reduces the accuracy of the results of the
practical significance or the effect size. Therefore, the most appropriate solution is using a pooled
estimate ‘Pooled’ standard deviation, the average standard deviations of the experimental and control
groups, as in Eq. (1), (Coe, 2002, p. 10).

(1)
NE: Number of experimental groups, Nc: Number of control groups
SDE2: standard deviation of the experimental group, SDc2: standard deviation of the control group
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Another factor that influences the accuracy of the practical significance indicators is the moderate
distribution of the two study groups (experimental and control). If one of the groups (or both) does
not have a normal distribution, the effect size or practical significance will not be accurate which leads
to false interpretations. Coe (2002, p. 13( stated an example of how dangerous the uneven
distribution in finding inaccurate values for effect size indicators, as in Figure 1:

Figure 1. Normal and abnormal distribution at effect size = 1
From Figure 1, Normal distribution (a) and the abnormal distribution (b), the difference between
the experimental and control groups in graph (b) appears large significant. In terms of the amount of
overlap, in (Chart b) 97% of the ‘experimental’ group is above the control group, which is high
compared to the true overlap between the two groups at an effect size equal to (1.00), which is only
84%, as in Table 1. This difference represents the risk of using practical significance indicators when
the distribution is not normal (Coe, 2002). On the other hand, factors affect the accuracy practical
significance indicators.
Due to the fact that the indicators of practical significance are mathematical equations and when
used are reached numerical values, like statistical significance tests; and there must be criteria for the
interpretation and explanation of these numerical values, in order to reach an interpretation of the
results of the study to build appropriate statistical decisions, so several interpretations of the values of
indicators have aroused. The most famous was the Cohen standard in 1969, in which the effect size (d)
was classified as small, medium and large (0.2, 0.5 and 0.8), respectively, in which the values of the
other indicators were interpreted as the ETA (η2). McLean (1995) developed another criterion for
interpreting Effect Size (d). Considering that the magnitude of the effect is small if the value of (d) (less
than 0.5), average if equal (0.5–1.0), and large if (greater than 1.0) (McLean, O’Neal & Barnette, 2000).
Slavin and Fashola (1998) suggested that the effect size should be equal to or more than 0.25 as
evidence for effectiveness. The US Department of Education, represented by the Joint Publishing
Review Committee (JDRP), has its standard, where the effectiveness of innovative educational
program projects requires that the effect size be at least (1.00). Although multiple Criteria for
interpreting the values of practical significance indicators have become common, Cohen’s criteria has
become most common applicable for most researchers—if not all of them—such as (Al-Barqi, 2012;
Al-Darabee, 2003; Al-Haddad, 2006; Al-Jawda, 2004; Al-Maliki, 2018; Al-Qudhah, 2016; Christopher,
2006; Ibrahim, 2000; Lakens, 2013; Mahmoud, 2003; Nandy, 2012; Nassar, 2006; Olejnik & Algina,
2000; Tomczak & Tomczak, 2014).
Barnette and McLean (1999) do a study to determine empirically-based criteria for the
interpretation of practical significance values. The study aimed to determine the extent to which
effect sizes differ by chance, and how standard effect sizes correspond to Cohen’s criteria for
interpreting small, medium and large effect sizes. The standard effect is random or uniform across
group numbers and sample sizes, and whether standard effect sizes can be predicted using degrees of
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freedom, the number of groups and sample sizes. Monte Carlo procedures have been used to create
uniform effect sizes in case of one-way analysis of variance with a number of groups ranging from (2
to 10) groups with sample sizes from (5 to 100), data have been repeated (5,000) times, and the
results found that the use of Cohen’s criteria (1988) to judge the practical significance is risky.
Equations that can be used to predict standard effect sizes were developed, using the number of
groups and sample size. The prediction equations were very accurate, and this study provided a better
alternative to assess the empirical standard for practical significance than the use of arbitrary and
static criteria that often use practical significance as small, medium, or big. Barnette and McLean
(1999) argued that the interpretation of practical significance varies from study to study based on
specific variables as described in their equations, which have come to predict the standard practical
significance. Although this method is good and has its characteristics, the existence of fixed criteria for
the interpretation of practical significance is important in meta-analysis to compare the results of
studies conducted in a particular field. Also, the existence of a clear criterion for the interpretation of
the importance of practical significance helps non-specialised researchers in statistics in interpreting
the results of their studies easily.
McLean et al. (2000) presented a working paper at the annual meeting of the Educational Research
Association, entitled ‘Are All Effect Sizes Created Equal?’ They calculated the effect sizes for the results
of a national standardized test that was applied for grades 4, 6 and 8 in 749, 574 and 464 schools,
respectively. The sample size reached 120,149 individuals and raw data converted to standard scores
and normal curve equivalent. The study found that measurement or data type makes a difference
when calculating effect sizes, so we should not have a one-size-fits-all rule for interpreting effect sizes,
and we should take the type of results with other factors into account when interpreting effect size.
1.3.2. The problem of the study

Based on the above, the problem of the study is addressed through research the following
questions:
Question 1: How accurate is Cohen’s criteria for interpreting practical significance indicators?
Question 2: Are there alternative solutions to Cohen’s criteria for interpreting practical significance
values?
1.3.3. Objectives of the study

The present study aims to:
1) Determine the accuracy of Cohen’s criteria to interpret the indications of practical significance.
2) Propose alternative solutions to Cohen’s criteria for interpreting practical significance values.
1.3.4. The importance of the study

This study seeks to clarify the shortcomings in Cohen’s criteria to explain the values of practical
significance, which researchers have been using for a long time. Additionally, this study came in
response to calls for studies that claim inaccuracy of Cohen’s criteria, and this criterion created
statistical problems that caused the amplification of the simple difference between treatments. This
study may be useful in finding the most appropriate criterion for the interpretation of the values of
practical significance.
1.3.5. Definition of terms

Practical Significance: The practical significance represents the magnitude of the effect. Cohen
(1988) defines it as the parameter that estimates the degree of departure from the null hypothesis
(Vera Garcia, 2017). Pallant (2010) defines it as a set of mathematical equations used to find the
differences between arithmetic averages for levels of the independent variable. Or the amount of
total variance caused by the independent variable in the dependent variable.
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Cohen’s criteria: A criterion founded by the statistical scientist Cohen (1962) to interpret the values
of the index of practical significance of statistical tests that look for differences between groups as
tests (T). This criterion consists of three levels (small) if the index of the effect size is less than (0.5),
medium (0.5–0.8) and large (0.8 and above) (Al-Maliki, 2018). Cohen generalised this criterion to
various other indicators to calculate the magnitude of the impact or practical significance of statistical
tests, such as the index of the ETA square (µ2), and the Omega square (w2), and other indicators.
1.3.6. Methodology and procedures of the study

To answer the study questions and to achieve its objectives, a descriptive and analytical approach
was used to review the reasons for the shortcomings of Cohen’s criteria in interpreting the indications
of practical significance. The hypothetical data were used for two experimental and control groups
and calculating the paired-samples t-test. To clarify the inadequacy of Cohen’s criteria in interpreting
practical significance indicators, it was compared with another criterion which is Black’s Modified Gain
Ratio. Therefore, to obtain an appropriate standard for the interpretation of practical significance
values, alternative solutions have been provided for Cohen’s criteria by making use of interpretations
of the correlation coefficient values and linked to the values of ‘d’ corresponding index, which Cohen
clarified in his book (Cohen, 1988).
2. Results
2.1. The answer to the question 1
2.1.1. How accurate is the Cohen criteria for interpreting practical significance indicators?

From the theoretical literature, it is clear to the researcher that the classification of Cohen’s criteria
cannot be blindly adopted in various research fields; and it is merely a heritage adopted by the
researchers in the manner in which they began to study effect size for the following reasons, (Ialongo,
2016; McLean et al., 2000; Pedersen, 2003):
• Cohen has based his criterion on the phenomena he observed in his research area of behavioural
sciences. Cohen stated an example of the average age of girls in the United States of America
(Cohen, 1988, p. 26), and therefore this classification is difficult to apply to other areas. This critique
was not recent, but only a while ago, when Coe (2002) stated that (Glass, McGaw & Smith, 1981)
were among the critics of this approach and that Cohen himself acknowledges the risk of using
these terms (Small, Medium and Large) out of context.
• The criteria of Cohen (1969) and (Slavin & Fashola, 1998) were based on experiences and wisdom
only (McLean et al., 2000).
• Cohen also admitted that these values (0.2, 0.5, and 0.8) are related to the specific context and
style of a particular research situation (Barnette & McLean, 1999; Coe, 2002; Cohen, 1988).
Additionally, Cohen did not talk about the interpretation of effect size if less than (0.2).
• Barnette and McLean (1999) proved with convincing evidence that the uses of Cohen’s criteria
(1988) to judge practical significance were risky.
• Lakens (2013) quoted from Thompson (2007) as saying that the values upon which Cohen based his
interpretations of effect size are arbitrary and should not be interpreted strictly.
• Cohen and other researchers attempted to interpret the different effect magnitude values by
assuming that they are similar to the Z-score. Although this ‘percentile’ interpretation seems
appropriate, it is costly and improper because it is based on the assumption that the baseline
distribution is normal (Coe, 2002; Lalongo, 2016), which researchers cannot control. In the standard
normal distribution where about 99.9% of the data fall between 3 and 3 standard degrees, the
magnitude of the effect size values have no upper limit. It may reach a value of (10) or more, and
therefore the researcher declares to study this similarity more accurately and in-depth and provide
examples to verify the validity. Table 1 illustrates the relationship between effect size and the
percentage of the percentile, and the correlation coefficient.
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Effect
size
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.2
1.4

Table 1. The relationship between effect size, percentile grade and correlation coefficient.
Percentile
Non-overlap
Correlation
Effect
Percentile
NonCorrelation
grade (%)
(%)
coefficient
size
grade (%) overlap (%)
coefficient
50.0
0.0
0.000
1.6
94.5
73.1
0.625
54.0
7.7
0.050
1.8
96.4
77.4
0.669
57.9
14.7
0.100
2.0
97.7
81.1
0.707
61.8
21.3
0.148
2.2
98.6
84.3
0.740
65.5
27.3
0.196
2.4
99.2
87.0
0.768
69.1
33.0
0.243
2.6
99.5
89.3
0.793
72.6
38.2
0.287
2.8
99.7
91.2
0.814
75.8
43.0
0.330
3.0
99.9
92.8
0.832
78.8
47.4
0.371
3.2
99.9
94.2
0.848
81.6
51.6
0.410
3.4
>99.95
95.3
0.862
84.1
55.4
0.447
3.6
>99.95
96.3
0.874
88.5
62.2
0.514
3.8
>99.95
97.0
0.885
91.9
68.1
0.573
4.0
>99.95
97.7
0.894

‘Analysis of statistical power’, Cohen, 1988, p. 22).
When Cohen explanations are studied as shown in Table 1, there is a contradiction between them
and the explanations of the correlation coefficient. For example, if the correlation coefficient is small
(0.24), the effect size is medium (0.5), and if the correlation coefficient is medium (0.45), the effect
size is very large (1.00).
• Deep scientific mobility in recent years, in statistics and on-going discussions in old statistical
societies and specialised statistical journals, indicate that the practical significance or magnitude of
the case, such as statistical significance or ‘p’ values, suffers from statistical problems and its misuse
to determine the effectiveness of treatments (Hassan, 2008). The biggest problem is the small
values that represent the medium effect size or the large effect size, defined by Cohen ‘d’ (0.5, 0.8)
respectively (Pogrow, 2019). These values amplify the slight difference between processors.
• Cohen criteria for Interpreting Effect Size Values contradicts the interpretation of Black’s Modified
Gain Ratio which looks for the effect size of the t-test for two correlated samples through Eq. (2)
(Al-Obaidi, 2019):
E.SB=

(2)

Where y: mean of post-measurement, x: mean of pre-measurement, z: the total score of the
measuring instrument.
The value of the Blacks Gain Index (E.SB) ranges from the value (0–2), and the effect size is
considered effective if the gain index is a value of (1.2) (Al-Obaidi, 2019). The researcher calculated
hypothetical data for a test of two correlated groups (using two-dimensional measurements and
follow-up of an experimental group in a program).
Table 2. Results for paired-samples t-test of hypothetical data
Experimental group
N
M
SD
Df
r
T
Post- measurement
20
1.50
0.513
19
−0.349
−3.005
Follow-up measurement
2.75
1.618

p-value
0.007

When applying the Eq. (2) of the Black’s gain index (E.SB) to the test results (T) for two correlated
samples in Table 2, we find that the value is (0.61). This result indicates the size of the average effect,
but when using Cohen index (d) in Eq. (3) (Al-Obaidi, 2019(. The value of the index (d) is (1.10):
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(3)
where: Y: mean of differences between pre and post measurements,
SD: Standard deviation of differences,
r: correlation coefficient between pre and post measurements
However, when calculating the value of Eta squared (η2) by Eq. (4) (Al-Maliki, 2018; Tomczak &
Tomczak, 2014(:
(4)
where: df: degrees of freedom for the t-test in case of two independent samples t-test (N + 1, N−2),
and case of the paired-samples t-test (N-1)
The value of (η2) is then converted to the Cohen Index (d) using Eq. (5) (Al-Dawy, 2006; Al-Maliki,
2018):

(5)
Cohen Index (d) was 1.38, so using Cohen’s interpretations of effect size values (1.10, 1.38)
obtained from Eqs. (4) and (5) leads to a contradiction between the interpretation of the Black’s Gain
Index obtained from the Eq. (3), where the Cohen explanations refer to a large effect size, since both
values −1.10, 1.38—bigger than (0.8), while Black’s explanation of effect size (medium) where the
value (0.61) is less than (1.2).
Based on the above, the researcher considers reviewing the Cohen criterion for the interpretation
of values of practical significance, to avoid the previous shortcomings, and to find balanced values in
the interpretation of practical significance.
2.2. Answer to the question2
2.2.1. Are there alternative solutions to the Cohen criterion for interpreting practical significance values?

Cohen, in his criterion for interpreting effect size levels, determined that a small difference
between the averages of two study groups by only half a standard deviation is considered by a
medium effect size, and a difference of eight-tenths of a standard deviation—(0.8)—he calls a
significant effect size, although there is no upper limit. Based on the fact that this criterion is based on
unpractical experiences only, and that Cohen is concerned about the generalisation of this criterion.
The researcher considers that there is no proportionality between the values of the practical
significance indicators and Cohen explanations (Small, Medium and Large).
Therefore, by looking at the theoretical literature and relying on certain axioms in statistics such as
the impossibility of exceeding correlation coefficient the correct one (1.00), and conducting some
statistical applications; the researcher proposes interpretations of the values of indicators of practical
significance differ from the Cohen’s interpretations which adopted by researchers in their studies
more than half a century ago. The researcher relied on his criterion on the following:
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1. The correlation coefficient has a maximum value and the correct one (1.00) cannot be exceeded.
2. Thus, the period in which the correlation coefficient is small, the effect size will be small, and so on.
3. The correlation coefficient is known to be ‘small’ if it does not exceed (0.3), ‘average’ if it is (0.5)
and ‘large’ if exceeded (0.7) (Al-Shayeb, 2009; Rumsey, 2011).
4. The following equation used for converting effect size (d) to Bi-serial correlation coefficient (Cohen,
1988, p. 23):
(6)
5. Table 3 illustrates suggested explanations for practical indications.
Correlation
coefficient
0–0.30
0.31–0.60
0.61–1.00

Table 3. The explanation proposed by the researcher for the effect size
Effect size values ‘d’
Explanation of the practical significance suggested
by the researcher
0–0.630
Small
0.631–1.50
Medium
1.51 and above
Large

Table 3 shows the modified explanations proposed by the researcher for the effect magnitude
values, where it is ‘small’ if the values of ‘d’ do not exceed (0.63), ‘average’ in the period (0.631–1.50)
and ‘large’ if the value exceeds (1.50).
2.2.2. Justification for the proposed interpretation of the practical significance

The researcher relied on several justifications for his proposed explanations for the impact
magnitude values, the most important ones are the following:
First: the equation for converting effect size (d) to the correlation coefficient of the Be-serial as in
the previous Eq. (6).
Second: Cohen (1988), in his book titled ‘Statistical Power Analysis’ (pp. 77–82), pointed to effect
sizes of the correlation coefficient; he explained that the effect size was small when (0 ≤ r ≤ 0.29) and
medium when (0.30 ≤ r ≤ 0.49), and large when (0.50 ≤ r ≤ 1.00). This interpretation fits with the
explanation proposed by the researcher for the values of the effect size. However, Cohen’s
interpretation of the effect sizes of the correlation coefficients contradict the values reported by
himself in Table 1, where he mentioned the effect of correlation coefficient is median at (0.3) and in
Table 1, the effect of the correlation coefficient is moderate—(d = 0.5)—when the correlation
coefficient is equal to (0.243). Cohen discussed his justifications for the values of the correlation
coefficient which contradicts his previous explanations of ‘d’ values in Table 1. He justified that the
correlation coefficient mentioned in Table 1 is the Bi-serial correlation coefficient (rp) point. The
explanations previously given for correlation coefficients are shown in Table 1 is the Bi-serial
correlation coefficient of normal distribution. The equation for converting (rp) to (rb), as defined by Eq..
(7) (Cohen, 1988, p. 82).
rb = 1.253 rp

(7)

So that the effect size values (small, medium and large) are equal to the values of the correlation
coefficients (small, medium, large), so that the small effect size (d = 0.2) is equal to the small
correlation coefficient (r = 0.3), and so on. However, as it is known that the correlation coefficients of
different types do not exceed the correct one (1.00), and Cohen equation to convert (rp) to (rb)—Eq.
(3)—is incorrect, because when the value of the correlation coefficient (rp) is equal to (0.814)—which
is equal to the value of (d = 2.8) as in Table 1—the value of the correlation coefficient (rb) is equal to
(1.02) and this value exceeds the maximum value of the correlation coefficient which is the correct
one (1.00).
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Third: Assuming that the basic distribution follows the normal distribution, the non-overlap ratios of
the explanations assumed by the researcher find that they are balanced at the subdivisions (small,
medium and large). When the effect size is small (0.63 or less), the non-overlap ratio is approximately
40% as in Table 1. When the effect size is large (1.51 or more), the non-overlap ratio is (70.7%). Thus
the non-overlap ratios (0.00%–100.00%) are divided into semi-equal divisions when taking the
explanations suggested by the researcher for the effect size values. Although, Cohen subdivisions
[small (0.2), medium (0.5) and large (0.8)] do not correspond to logic in terms of non-overlap ratios
between the two total distributions. When the effect size is (0.2), the non-overlap ratio is only 14.7%,
the non-overlap ratio is (33%) when the effect size is (0.5). Whereas according to Cohen’s criterion for
large effect size (0.8) the non-overlap ratio is (47.4%) which did not exceed (50%).
Fourth: according to Table 3, the criterion proposed by the researcher fits and corresponds to
Black’s interpretation, where Cohen (d) values using Eqs. (4) and (5) fall within the range (0.631–1.50),
which the researcher interpreted the size of a medium effect, and this explanation is consistent with
the interpretation of BlackBerry.
Fifth: the researcher’s suggestion converges with the standards of the US Department of
Education’s JDRP, which requires the effectiveness of innovative educational program projects that
must be at least (1) (McLean et al., 2000).
Sixth: The researcher did not take the interpretation proposed by McLean (1995), who divided the
size of the effect into (small, medium and large) with values (less than 0.5, 0.5–1.0, greater than 1)
respectively. Although, McLean criterion closer to the researcher’s explanation, his divisions (small,
medium and large) does not fit with the correlation coefficients of mentioned earlier.
Seventh: The deep scientific mobility during recent years in statistics and the continuous
discussions in the ancient statistical societies and specialised statistical journals indicate that the
practical significance or magnitude of the case, such as statistical significance or p values, suffers from
statistical problems and its misuses to determine the effectiveness of treatments (Hassan, 2008). The
largest of these issues is the small values that represent ‘the average effect size’ or the ‘large effect
size’, which Cohen identified (0.5 and 0.8), respectively (Pogrow, 2019, p. 225). These values amplify
the slight difference between processors. Consequently, the researcher suggested interpretation of
effect size values in Table 2 contributes to the treatment of this problem where small and large effect
size values are equal (0.631 and 1.51), respectively.
2.2.3. Researcher suggested practical significance levels for other indicators
2.2.3.1. First: Indicators (η2, ω2, f)

Cohen (1988) indicated that the value of the index (d) can be converted to index (f) using the
following equation:
(8)
The conversion of the contrast ratio (η2) to the effect size (f) and vice versa can also be converted
by the following equations:

(9)
(10)
Suggested practical significance levels for other indicators:
For the omega square index (ω2)
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Nassar (2006) indicated that there is no criterion for interpreting its value, and the same Eta
criterion is often used. (η2, ω2, f) are:
Table 4. Practical significance Levels by indicators (η2, ω2, f)
Indicator
Practical significance levels
Small
Medium
Large
D
0 ≤d< 0.631
0.631≤ d< 1.51
d≥1.51
0 ≤f< 0.316
0.316≤ f< 0.755
f≥0.755
2
2
2
η
0 ≤η < 0.091
0.091≤η < 0.363
η2≥0.363
2
2
2
ω
0 ≤ω < 0.091
0.091≤ ω < 0.363
ω2≥0.363
2.2.3.1 Second: indicators (r, R2, F2)

The practical significance of the Pearson correlation coefficient is explained by the value of the
correlation coefficient (r) itself or by the squared of its value (R2) (Al-Maliki, 2018(. The practical
significance of the independent variables in the multiple regression model is obtained by Eq. (11)
(Cohen, 1988):
(11)
where: R2: is the value of the coefficient of determination
Therefore, the suggested practical significance levels for the indicators (r, R2, F2) are:
Indicator
D
R
R2
F2

Table 5. Practical significance Levels by indicators (r, R2, F2)
Practical significance levels
Small
Medium
Large
0 ≤d< 0.631
0.631≤d< 1.51
d≥1.51
0 ≤r< 0.31
0.31≤r< 0.61
r≥0.61
0 ≤R2< 0.096
0.096≤R2< 0.372
R2≥0.372
0 ≤F2< 0.106
0.106≤F2< 0.593
F2≥0.593

Based on what has been mentioned earlier, the researcher emphasises that the most appropriate
fields to use his suggested explanations of effect size in psychological, educational and social studies
only because a semi-experimental approach is often used there and the accuracy of the results do not
reach (100%). Also, we realise that the practical significance depends on costs and benefits. For
example, a small effect size (d = 0.6) does not necessarily mean that the treatment method used is
inefficient, but the costs and application efforts must be taken into account. It is preferable to apply
medium-effect-sized method rather than big-sized- one. Educational and scientific decision-making
process should rely on the results of meta-analyses studies, not on the results of the effect values of
individual studies.
For the results of medical studies that apply the experimental method and rely on rigorous
experimental designs, it is possible to rely on Cohen’s criteria of the effect size.
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